Hammond Cops Dash Event In I-M Field Day Feature

MAA Council Sends Dickson, Kiley Shirr

The best football season in the history of the MAA Council was certainly that of 1942, and the first indication of its success was due to the recently elected president, John Kiley. He had signed a document to the effect that the council would be ready for the most exciting season in any of its seventy years of existence, and his colleagues had been completely taken in. We can still remember his smile, his voice, his every word, his每 action as if it were yesterday.

Kiley also has fond memories of the games the paratroopers play in the council's library, to wit:

1. The accuracy passing was won by the paratroopers.
2. The distance passing contest was won by the paratroopers.
3. The punting contest was won by the paratroopers.

Inspired by our "memory" column from the world to come, let us now look back at the games of the paratroopers.

Kiley's boot of Tassoni's 51-yard field goal was the surprise of the day. A tie between Tabner and Poulos in that order. It was anybody's race for 40 yards, but Tabner pulled away at the last minute to win. "It was anybody's race for 40 yards," Kiley said. "Hammond Easy Victor."

The once-postponed meet was run at which point Hep turned it on. He was the hard-fought match with Flo Garfall.
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The distance passing contest was won by the paratroopers.
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Let's Not Be Kind

Today we can celebrate "Let's Not Be Kind." We can dance to the boogie without worry, and pack away the music and other items that we have been using for a time. We can feel free to enjoy ourselves in an environment that is not forbidding or intimidating. For instance, we can paint pictures, write stories, or do anything else that we desire. It is important to remember that this is a time for fun and relaxation. Let's not be kind, but let's dance and enjoy ourselves."
Basketball Teams Begin Contests; Leagues Blossom

Confidence Plus Competence Brings Victory, Nice Fame

The versatile teas with a sense of group spirit and individual initiative that have been the key to their successes are the basketball teams. The Leagues have blossomed under the guidance of the coaching staff and the enthusiasm of the players.

Swimming For rivalry, Life-Saving Main Feature

All girls who were interested in swimming were eager to try out. The main feature of the event was the rivalry that has been established between the schools.

Pool, Ping Pong In Final Stages

The excitement generated by the pool and ping pong contests has reached its peak, with the teams vying for the championship.
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